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Viewers' Perceptions of Velacity and Distance in Teleyised Events
w

ABSTRACT

Television wide angle lenses expand distances and increase apparent,

velocity while long lenses compress space and reduce apparent velocity.

This study examines the ability of viewers to recognith hoW lenses change

the "real world" they image, and extends research on children's under-

standing of the interrelationship among time, distance and velocity to

televisia. A discriminant analysis using grade levd1 and score on a media

.-'-
.knowledge test correctly classified about 80 percent of those who did,and

those who did.not notice the effect of lens choice on televised-velocity and

distance. As the effect of lens,cholce became more extreme:judgment errors

concerning both velocity and distance increased. _Subjects explained the

reasons for their judgments. As expressed in Piaget's developmental

hierarchy, a Oift from concrete-to formal-operational explanations occurred

as grade level increased.
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.V/EWERS' PERCEPTIONS OF VELOCITY AND DISTANCE IN TELEVISED EVENTS

Television brings many events into the home.ohich a child might never

have experienced.or might have experienced very differently to an inter-

personal context. The content of these televised events'has'earned the

attention of most media effects researchers. Developmental studies have

examined the.effects of violent content (Surgeon General's Report, 1972),

sexual explicitness (Commission on Obscenity and Pornography, 1970),%sereo-

type learning (Dominick and Rauch, 1972) and the like.

The way the.teTevision medium structures events through selected

production techniques has beenless studied. Sa)cmon (1979, p 55) addres-

sing the imbalance between form and content studies notes: ..

"assuming that the major media.of communication differ--to a smaller

or lirger extent--in,their modes of gathering, selecting, packaging

and presenting information, it becomes important to examine the

psychological consequences f the differences."

And Olson (1977, p 10) concerned w th developmental issues a

"The knowledge thaichildren acqu'ire bears °a direct relationship .

to.several different 'languages of experience' each of which has

a biasing effect on the cultures thapse them and 'on the'cognitive

processes of the children whO master them."

This study examines the ability of viewers:0 different/ages-to

recognize how televisian' lenses re-structure velocity.and.distance in events

imaged on television. The study is grounded in Piaget's developmental,

theory and extends research on children's understanding of the interrela-

tionship among.time, distance and veloyity to television.



VELOCITY, DISTANCE AND TIME

Velocity is a concept derived from interrelating informatfon about time

and distance (velocity = diltance/time). To an adult this mathematiCal

equivalence is reasonable an obvious. Yet according to stage theorists in

developmental psychology, this interrelationship is poorly understood by . -

/children (Piaget, 1969, 1970). ,

g/Piaget argues that cognitive development proceeds through sta .which

in an invariant order. The final stage, formal-operational,

characterizes adult thought and evolves around the age'of eleven. Formal

operations imply an understanding of abstract, logico -mathematical relation-
.

ships of which velocity = distance/time is an example (Beard, 1969). The

concrete-operational stage precedes the formal-operational stage and is . .

dominated by a reliance on perceptual information anti not logical congruity

(Flavell, 1977).

Piaget (1970, p 38) describes a/child's growing understanding bfthe

velocity, distance and time interreTaiionship as gradual passage from

intuitive thinking, still tied to the information of the senses, toward

operational thought which forms the basis of reasoning itself." He goes on

to conclude: "the essential problem studied is moving from image- using or

'perceptual intuitiokto the forming of operational systems"-(Piaget, 1970,

p 39, emphasis added).

The difference between concrete-operational thought aiid

operational thought can be seen in the different judgments-people make when

asked to'interrelate time, distance and velocity... An individual using

formal operations treats the task qa problem of inserting values into a

pre-existing equation. In other words, if time and distance are known, then

velocity is determined and that determlnation is used to make sense of
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perceptual information by balancing that equation. Solutions that fail to.

Meet the logical-demands of the.equation are rejected as imposs4ble.

kn individual using concrete operations has not established the logidal

framework in which to-cast his or her observations. A user of concrete

obser4ations does note apply a pre-determined solution and does not demand

that the observational data conform to the solution. Rather, the tenuous

and-Incomplete undehtanding of the interrelationship among time, distance
o

and veloci_ty,,carr be overridden by what appears to be the case in the single

instante under consideration.
*. $

The transition from Concrete-operational to formal-operational thought

is studied by devising problems for children of 'different ages that rely, on

the .child's understanding of velocity, distance and timfor solution. For

,example, two ceramic dogs are "run "around two concentric circles, with one

circle having a raadius twice that or1he other: Both dogs start off at the

same time and "run neck and neck," arriving at the finish linetogether.

Adults indicate that the dog in the outer lIne must have gone faster .

because it covered more distance in the same length of time. Children

younger than eight typically center on the equal .starting and finish points--

of the race and the side-by-side rating of the dogs and conclude the race was

a tie (Piaget, 1970).

Another task involves two dolls attached to a single wire rod pivoted_

in a circle about a point. Since the rod joins both dolls there is a
7

strong appearance that the dolls are moving together at th same speed.

Yet, as with the dogs, the outer doll must. tSe traveling more quickly to

cover the greater outside arc in equal time. Pre-formal-operational child-
,

ren-have great difficulty understanding this conclusion (Piaget, 1970).

Current researchers (e.g., 'Siegler and Richards, 1979; Levin, 1979, 1977;
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Orendt and Woods, 1974) have followed-in the Piagetian tradition of asking"

'children to watch an event and then make a time, distance or velocity

judgment. These judgments and subsequent(explanations are used as indicants

of the child's level of cognitive development. In all of these past studies

the children have .based their judgments, on nonmediated materials. In the

present study the materials are first mediated (and modified)' by a television

camera lens.

LENS EFFECT ON VELOCITY AND DISTANCE

Television's normal lens produces images nearly equal, in size and angle

of view to images produced by the unaided huMan eye (Corbsweet, 1970). Other'

lenses see the world differently. For example, long. lenses (focal lengths

greater than normal) compress space and reduce apparent velocity Whilemide-

angle lenses (focal lengths less than.normal) extend distances and increase

apparent velocity relative to thenOrmal lens (Monaco, 1977) . Thus, special .

effects films optically expand. tabletop starship battles to fill all of

space. And.children's commercials taped through wide-angle lenses make toy

cars look faster and.model homes more expansive than they will on the living

room carpet (Vision Films, 1976)..

The visual.information that specifies depth and velocity on a television

screen,consistt'of: (1) the three-dimensionality and movement that existed

in \the event when it was taped; and ('2) a lens effect, or modification of

depth and velocity that depends on the difference in focal lengths between

the television lens used and the human.eye. '

The effect attributable to a lens' focal length is'eastly illustrated.

Image size (I) depends onthe size of the object (0) imaged, the focal

length (fl)of the imaging lens, and the distance (d) between the object and
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the lens. These variables are related as I m 0 x fl/d (Ho r 1976).

If a wide-angle, normal; and long, lens are positioned diffetknt distances

from an object, the three'image sizes of the object can be presented as.

identical. Still photographs are inherently ambigubus in presenting.size-

distance relationships (Hagen, 974), and withOut knowing the'focal length of

the imaging lens, a viewer cannot accurately estimate the diitanc4 separating

an object from the lens (See 'Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Visual perception of physical reality is not ambiguous in terms of size/ ,

distance relationships because the focal length of a person's eyes dogs

not change. However, in television the focal length of the lens often

changes. In a,very real sense, judging distances and velocity on television

is analogous to trying todrive a car while looking at the world through

binoculars of unknown magnification,power.

How the focal length of a lens Influences apparent velocity can be

illustrated by movement of the object pictured in Figure If the object

moves toward the three lenses at a fixed rate of'speed, the three imagei will

change at different rates, jiving the appearatice that the velocity of the

object is different. The apparent velocity is "fast" when presented by the

wide-angle lens, equivalent to the rate of "change as seen by the unaided eye

when imaged by the normal lens, and "slow" when taped through the long lens.

The differences-inapparent velocity *are caused by changes in,perspective

as the object moves toward the lens. If an object moves at'a fixed rate

of speed, its change in image size increases as it moves closer to tpe

imaging lens., A comparison of distance/velocity relationships among three

lenses offering different perspectives is illustrated in Figure Z.

8
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FIGURE 2' ABOUT HERE

From Figures 1 and 2 one can see that a viewer who is unaware of the

focal length of,the imaging lens has no frame of reference for accurately

judging distance.nd velocity in televised events. Before judging velocity

and distance on television, a viewer must determine the focal length of the

lens producing the:image. If un'awareeof the lens effect-on velocity and

distance, a viewer might assUme,a normal lens was used (just as the viewer

would sek it if he were standing beside the camera during taping).

However, it has been shown that wide-angle and long lenses produce.

velocity and distance relationships that differ from normal; and viewers who

assume the perspective of a normal lens will be misled if the scene is

photographed by a wide-angle or,liong lens.

EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES

This study examines whether vi .ewers of different agesareawari that

diffe4nt lenses manipulate the apparent velocity and distance of events:

presented on television. In developmentaltstudies, experience as well as age

is an important'predictor of performance on/Many development'ally-sensitive
, -

. .

tasks. In this study ex6erience with visual media was measured with respect

to'personal use of meia tools (i.e.,.skills as a photographer, videographer)

and (2) viewing skills (i.e. , the ability to extract information from.a

televised presentation).

The specific questions addressed .in this study are:

1. 'Does focal length of. the- lens Influence a viewer's judgment of

velocity and distance in a televised event?

a' Is the perceived velocity of a moving object greater

9



when photggriphed-by a short focal-length lens than
\

when the same motion is, photographed by a long focal-

length lens?

h. Is perceived distance within a scene photographed by a

short focal- ldngth lens greater than the perceived distance

if the samd scene is photographed by a long focal-length

lens?

c. Does the magnitude of error in estimating velocity and

distance correspond to the magnitude of difference between

focal lengths of comparative lenses?

2. AD age'and experience with visual media facilitate recognition olt a

lens _effect on velocity and distance?

. a. Are older viewers more likely to recognize this effect?

b. Are viewers who have experience with the tools of the visual,

media more likely'to recognize this effect?

c. Do viewers who exhibit skills in viewing. televised messages

rt.

also exhibit greater recognition of this effect?

3. Do-explanations for velocity and distance judgments among viewers,.

of different age groups conform to Piaget's hierarchy of cognitive
)

A METHOD

'development?

kV

SUbjects .

Subjects for this'experiment were 76 males and 71 females. A middle-

class suburban school provided'46 third-grade subjects An additional 47

seventh-gradek came from a differenemiddle-class sub rban school and 54

subjects were undergraduates: enrolled in a Communfcati n course at a western
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University. These. grade levels were chosen to represent persons inthe

concrete-operational, in transition from concrete- to formal-operational and

4
formal - operational stages, respectively. The average age of the third-
.

.6

. 'graders was 103 months (SD = 4.2 monthS) and for the seventh-graders the

average age was 151 months (SD = 4.3 months).

Apparatus

A five-foot length of Lionnel train track (width = 1 inch)'.was laid down

and bordered by four equally-spaced toy billboards and twelve equally-space&

plastic telephone poles. A trestle was placed at the beginning of the track

and a `railroad crossing was set at the end of the track. All materials used

were Lionnel -scale in size.

First a blue Lionnel engine (length

engine (length = 9 inches). traversed the

= 9'inches) and then a black Lionnel

track, covering the'five-foOt

r-
distance in-exactly 3.5 seconds. Eich'train began at the trestle and exited

the field of view after passfngvthe railroad, crossing. The trains were

identiOal except for color.

Each train ran the length of track twee times and was videotaped with
tl

an IVC 300 television camera (1-inch tube) outfitted with a 15mm-150mm zoom

-Liens. °On the firt run of each train-, the lens was set at 15mm (wide-angle)

to record the train's travel. In the second run the setting was 30mm (normal)

and in the third run the lens was set at 50mm (long). In each taping the

trains ran directly'tOward the camera lens with the camera positioned so

A

that the lens looked slightly down on the track (this angle was held constant .

for each taping).

The perspectives (distances between the camera lens )and the railroad .

crossing) were manipulated so that in each taping the image sizes of the



trains Were identical at the point where the train passed the railroad

crossing. 'Changing camera perspectives -to keep the image sizes of the trains

identical,at theJrailroad crossing (the end =point) necessarily created

differences in the image sizes.,at the trestle (the starting point). In the

wide-angle lens condition'the initial image size of the train was one-half of

its final size. In the normal lens condition the initialimage size was

two-third§ of its final size and in the. long lens condition'the initial. image

size. of the train was four - fifths of its -final ze.

The change inylmage size is expressed as the ratio of the endrpoint

image size to,the starting-point image size. Thus the image size of the

train recorded by the wide-angle lens doubled (1/ 1/2), the' image mapped by

the normal lens increased 1.5 times (1/ 2/3):and the long lens recorded an

increasen image size of 1.25 (1/ 4/5) times. Figure 3 shows the model

layout and the' camera positions actually used in taping.

FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE

Ns

These videotape segments wereedfted together using a split -screen

technique to achieve four 65Mparisons: (1) a train photographed through a

wide-angle lens compared with a train'photographed through a long len§, (WAL

(2) a'train photographed through a wiae=angle lens compared with a train

.

photographed throbgh a normal lens (WAN), (3)' a train Photographed through a

normal lens compared'with a train photographed through a long lens (NL), and

,(4) two trains photographed through a normal lens. (NN).

These four conditions preserit duplicates of an event imaged si4e -bY -side

in different ways. 'The differences-in the images represent a range of lens

, .

/

-effects. Th most extreme lens effect isproduced.in COndition 1 in which

the image si e of the-train taped through the wide-angle lens doubles while

O
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the,image size of the train taped through the-long-lens increases only 1.25 .

k ,5
; "--) - t

times,. Condition *L1.isthe control condition'as.the than* in image sizes
,

, .are identical for each-trafn. Table 1 presenti'tbe relative liens effect for:

each condition(.

TABLE, 1 'ABOUT HERE
1

. -

Another videotape segment in Which a car and a truck racAd for fifty

( yards was also prepared. In the first race both vehicles Started from the.

same point, at the same time, and crossed the finish line together. In the
4

Second roe/both started together from the same point but the car crossed 'the

finish line fifteen yards ahead of the truck. Both races were taped using a
.

I normal lens.

Procedures

Subjects were individually, tested at their own.schoolin a room which

hoUsed af17 -inch color monitor linked, to a videocassette play6ck unit.' Two

desks were positioned five feet in front of the monitor. The two trains

which had been videotaped and.to.setions of train track were located on the

eipertmenter's/lesk. This provided the subject with three - dimensional
.94r

references f . the images they were about to' see on videotape. Tiiimeasure-

tent instrument, a cardboard rectangle on which two speidomiter'dials divided

into 16 equal parts and two distance scales (reel of the train track)

divided into 16 equal sections with Finish ,line ked atine.end, rested on

the subject's desk. 4

it The experimenter told the subject that he had videitaped races between

an,4.,a truck and that.he Wanteethe subject to show him .with the dials

which vehicle had trave4led farther.-and'faster. It was stressed that all

13
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c,.
.

.

,

,

races could be ties and that either vehicle could be faster and at the same -
. .

time'cover a shorter distance.
. .

The subject was told each race would be run twice and that after the

second presentation tte experimenter would show the.subject-how fast and far

the truck had traveled The subject's task was to show the relatOe speed

and distance traveled by the car. The subject was taught to indicate. equal

speeds and distance ; matching theexperimenter's dial settings., Subjects

also learned that nearly equal dial settings meant that the speeds and

distances' covered by the.vehicles,were nearly equal and that greater-dif-

ferences were shown by more disparate dial-settings.

For each of the two races the experimenter selected 8 to:Indicate the

sloeed and distance traveled by the truck. Subjects who understood the dials

matched the experimenter's lettings for the 'tie -race and se-the velocity

dial somewhere between 9 and 16 for the race in which the-car beat the truck.

Any ambiguities regarding the measurement ins ts were cleared up during

these practice trials. All but two third-gr ers graduated to the next

round oftesting.

,. Before the train tests began, subjects were reminded that all naces

could,be ties and'tha1any combination of faster-slower,/ longer-shorter were

40, 5.

possible in the races'. They were reminded that the two trains, on the desk

in front of the experimenter; were the ones used in taping. The equal size of

the trains was pointed out.

The order of presentation of the conditions: (1)- wide-angle versus

long, (2) wide-angle versus normal, -and (3) normal versus long was balanced

,across subjects. The control condition, (4) normal versus normal, was always (
, )

presented last. The color of the train presented by the comparatively wider-

angle lens and the side of the screen on which the train taped through the

14
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relatively wider-angle lens were also balanced across subjects. These

precautions were included to make difficult for a subject to hypothesize

that one of the trains vas always faster: or that the faster train always

appeared on one side'of the screen. -

After the second presentation of each condition the experimenter would

stop the tape and position of his speedometer dial on 8 and his`distance

token on8. Thesubject would then position his or her dial and token. The

difference between the experimenter's settings and the subject's Settlfigsiiire

recorded for both velocity and distance.

The fifth race in the series of'six was presented three times, although

a subject's judgments were recorded after the second presentation. The added

presentation in the fifth condition was used to probe how the subject

4', reasoned in determining his or her judgments. ;
lb

After the images of the two trains appeared on ifie screen for the third ,

time but before they.began to move the'expementer:placed the videocassette

player in.pause mode. Then the experimenter asked the subject to restate his

or her distance judgment. A subject's distance judgment nece arily fell

into one of three, categories:. (1) the train imaged by the 6 ratively

wider-angle lens covered the greater distance, (2) the train imaged y the

comparatively longer lens covered the greater distance, or (3) the two trains

covered.the same distance.

Within each category different explanations for the comparative

distance judgments were giyen. Those who indicated that the train imaged

b the comparatively wider-angle lens covered ili4greater distance supported

this observation with some variation of: (a) It was smaller (in image size)

so it must h44e been further back.

Those who felt the trains covered the same diitance responded: (a) the

/5
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trains were sitting tide4y.sidg in the picture, (b') different lenses made

the train imaged by the eider -angle lens look farther back but they were

actually side -by7side, oc (c) "it looked that way."

F jects felt the train imaged by the longer lens was further

13

away. girexplanations fell into two categories: (a) the train imaged by

the longer lens was closer to the top of the picture so it was further away, ),

or (b) "it 40Si lacks that way."

After theAubject had explained t* or her distance judgment the

experfmenterpressed the play button and the trains traveled down the track

and out of the picture.

In judgfng velOcity, subjects had responded that: (1) the train imaged'

by the wider -angle lens had.traveled faster, (2) the trains had traveled at

the same speed, jar (3) the train imaged bythe comparatively longer lens had

traveled at the faster speed.

Within each category of velocity responses; different explanatfbns were

offered. for those who chose the train imaged by the-comparatively wider-

angle lens as,faiter the following explanations were offered: ,(a) it caught

up,with the train imaged by the comparatively longer lens, (b) it covered

more distante than the train imaged by the longer lens-dlt in the same
,,,

length of time: (c) it jusi'looked that way.

ThosiA0O felt the relative velocities were equal responded: (a) they
-

started at the same time and stbpped at the same time so the speeds were

equal (i.e., they confused time with velocity), (b) different lenses made the
A

apparent Velocities different but the velocities of the two trains were

actually the same, or (c) it looked that*way.
1

Few subjects selected the train imaged by thee comparatively longer lens

as faster. Several said: (a) "it looked that war." .0ne subject replied:

16
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(b) "it"it was filmed in slow motion's() it really,went faster',"

+ Comparing a subject's velocity expfanation with his or her"distance

explanation,'provided insight regarding the cognitive level exhibited- by

the reasoning presented. BeCause those at the formal-operational level of

cognitive development display an understanding of logico-mathematical

relationships, and since both trains traveled for the same length of.time,

subjects'whd responded that one train had covered a greater distance had to

respond.that the same train traveled faster to be categorized as formal-

operational. Similarly, a 'distance judgment of "equal" had to be paired with

a velocity judgment of "equal" if formal operations were used.

On the other hand, a subject was considered in 'the concrete-operational

stage (i.e., overwhelmed by perceptual information) if he or she'failed..to

balance the velocity = distance/time equation. Judging one train to be

faster and concurrently. judging the other t4 cover a .greater distance or

that both trains covereethe same distance is logically impossible. A.subject
,

using concrete operations could easily accept this,incongruity; if he or

she centered on distance information and ignored the velocity information.

Similarly, velocity information could convince the subject on speed'
r.

that the wider - angle, train was faster while the 'sUbjeCt still igrred the

apparent Afference findistance.

Within the category of formal operati,ons, one_more aaning-
,

11"--NL

ful. Some viewers said that differences in/;the lenses used in taping

created apparent differences in distance and velocity that did not exist in

-fact. This group of formaloperations users is labeled sophisticated be-

cause they exhibited an understarg of the production technique used in

treating the videotapes. The ether set of formal operations users who

equated their distance and velocity estimates is labeled naive. They.had

17
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not noticed the lens,effect but still had made logicaUmatheMatically-

balanced) sense of the perceptual information onwhich.their judgments were
,

based.

A very small number (n = 5) of the subjects responded diosyncratical4y.

The; were labeled other to indicate they fell outside of-the anticipated

categories. Table 2 presents the parameters of the response pairings that

led to the different classifications.

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

After responding to the six videotaped races, subjects took two tests

designed to measure their experience with the media. The first test.con-

sisted of nine questions relating to the subject's use of the tools of

pictorial media. Of, interest were such things as: '(1) type of camera used

(e.g., 35mm, Super-8, television), (2) frequency of use (e.g., rolls of film

shot) and (3) sophistication of the equipment used (e.g., existence of inter-

changeable or-zoom lenses). This part of the test was individually

administered to the third- and seventh-graders. Adults responded initmall

groups.

, The second test was the Television Information Game for Commercial

Messages (Copyright 1978, James A. Anderson and Milton E. Ploghoft). In

"this test, viewers answer40 questions relating to ten one-minute videotape

commercials. 4

The questions appear on the screen one at a time. Several multiple

choice answers appear with each question. An annbuncer reads the question

land the answer choices. Subjects mark the number of the answer to indicate

their choice. Small groups of eight to ten students took the test at one

time 'They were seated three across in three or four rows.

18
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The Television Information.GaMe is designed to measure the ability of

viewers to understand televised inf nnation. The questions are content-

oriented although some address production techniques such as camera poii-

tioning as well. Prtduct name recognition and slogan recall are covered by

.the tes In ther quytiobs, viewers are asked to go beyond the inforMation

presented and in er such things as the,occupation of characters or the

relationship between a football star and the sponsor of the commercial in

which he appears. This eSt was used as a measure of subject's knowledge

gained through observing?the medium.

To diminish the likelihood of subject fatigue, the Television Information

Game was administered several dayi after the videotaped races and Media Use

Test. Consequently, subjects participated in two sessions, each of which
fo

lasted approximately thirty minutes. For all sessions a friendly atmosphere

was maintatned.

RESULTS

Lens' Effect on Velocity

If focal length of a lens influences viewers' judgments of velocity,

the data should indicate more judgment errors in the experimental conditions

."
, ,

than in the control condition. A correct velocity judgment is one that

indicates both trai traveled at the same speed. In the control condition,:

96 percent of the subjects judged the velocity of the two trains as. equal.

In thethe experimental conditions', the percentag viewers who correctly

judged the velocities of the two trJns wi inversely related to the size of

difference between focal lengths. Ov ll, 66 percent of the subjects judgpd
70u

the velocities as equal,in the NL ndition. Inthe WAN condition, onry 58

percent of the subjects judged t e velacities as equal. The percentage of

19 r
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\
correctresponses fell - to 43 percent in'the WAL condition.

To assess whether this distribution was likely due to chance, Cochran's
f

correlated proportion procedure was used.' The joint fliquency distribution

)gaspcomposed of eight cells that crossed four4leveli of condition (WAL, WAN,

NL, NN) with two levels of judgment (same, different). The 'chi - square value

41%

associated with this distribution is 153.4 (df=3, p< .001). This resulit

suggests that the introduction of a lens effect does induce velocity judgment

errors in subjects.

Lens Effect on Distance

Analysis of the distance data shows a patternssimilar to that found with

the velocity data. As with the velocity data, 96 percent of the subjects
t

judged the distance traveled by the two trains as equal in the control

condition. As the difference between the compared focal lengths increased,

the percentage of subjects who judged the distances rs equal decreased

accordingly. While 51 percent of the subjects correctly,judged'the train

distancet as equal in the NC condition, this percentage of correct responses __

.

dropped to 42 percent.in the WAN condition and to 29 percent in the NAL

condition.
141'

CochraWs correlated proportion procedure was again used determine if

this pattern represented more than random error. The chi-square test

resultingr from analyzing the' joint frequency distribution of distance judgm?nts

was 210.8 (df=3; ci< .401) suggesting that the leAS effedIlid influence the

subjects' judgmenti of distance:

Recognition oPleris Effect

A subject'?'age, experience with the tools of the visual media, and

skills in processing visual information were predicted to be related to the

2u
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°subject's ability to recognize the lens effedt. Those who noted the lens

effect were labeled sophisticated. Those who did not recognize the lens

effect, and responded as if there were differences in relative velocity and

distance, were labeled naive. Five subjects were classified as other .o

indicate they did not fit the definition of efther sophisticated or naive.

Discriminant analysis was used to identify variables useful in

-classifying sophisticates( and naive viewers. Data from subjects clIssified

as other were not used in this procedure. Grade level was used as an opera-

tional) definition of age, the Media Use Test identified experience with tools

of the visual media, anethe Television Information%ame 'score was used as an

operational definition of visual information processing skills.

The variables were entered into the discriminefunction using a step-

wise method designed to minimize the residual variation (SPSS, 1975, p 448).

Grade level and Media Use Sore were selected for the discriminant f6nction

but the Television Information Game Score failed,the F-to-enter criterion

and was not included.

With two variables entered into the discriminant function, 85 percent

of the sophisticated viewers and 78 percent'of the naive viewers were

correctly classified. The discriminant function is:

, 0 = .9 (Grade level) + .22.(Media Use'Store).

Wilks' Lambda was emOloyed to determine the level of significance of-the

discriminant function.-The resultant Wilks' Lambda=.67 with an' associated

chi-square equal to 54 (dfr2) was significant at alpha < .001.

The relbults of the discriminant analysis indicate that younger viewers

are less likely to notice the lens effect than are,older viewers, and that

viewers with higher media experience scores more often notice the lens effect

than do viewers who score low on the Media Use Test.

21



filzioitude, and ,Direction of Velocity Judgment Errors

This study also examined whether greater differences between, focal

lengths° of ccrnparin lenses induce greater judgment errors and whether this

error is in the direction of attributing greater speed to the train imaged by

the relatively wider-angle lens. With 'these questions in mind, a repeated

measures analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences

across conditions using data from the 101 naive subjects. A trend analysis

was then employed to show the direction and magnitude of the relationship.

Cochran's C test showed the velocity data violated the homqgeneity of

variance assumption (C=.567, df=4, 100; p< .01) so Hotelling4s T2 was chosen

as the appropriate test statistic. Hotellingts T2 test does not require

symmetry of the variance-covariance matrix; only that the populations have

multivariate normal distributions- (Kirk, 1968,-p 143). It provides an exact

test of the null hypothesis,. For the velocity-data, a Hotelling's T2 of 153 '

was computed; the associated F =37 with 4 and 97 degrees of freedom was

significant at -the alpha < .001 level.

Hoteiling's 12 was followed by Dunnet's Multiple Comparison procedure to

establish cOnfidefIce :intervals for the following three'pairs of means:

(1) wide-angle versus long with wide -angle versus normal (WAL-WAN), (2), wide-
.

angle versus normal with normaltVersus long (WAN-NL); and (3) normal versus

long with normal versus normal (NC-NC Table 3' indicates that the dif-

ferences between all treatment means are statistically significant, and 11 so

presents the results from a trend analysis. The trend analysis shows that

36 percent of the variance in the veldCity data accounted for,,6,Y treatment

effects.

TABLE 3, ABOUT HERE



Magnitude and Direction of Distance Judgment Errors

Parallel quetions were' considered using distance dlta4WAgain', whether.

greater differences between the focal lengths of.comparison lenses induce

greater. judgment errors and the' direction of those errors were of interest.

Hotelling's T2 was again uied'and its value of 284 with an associeted

etw

F=69 (4, 97) was significant at alpha < .661. uhnet's Multiple Comparison

procedure was applied to isolate differences be een treatment means. Table,

4 shows that differences between treatment means-are statistically signifi-
6

. .

cant. The corresponding trend analysis shows that treatment eNcts account

for 52 percent of the observed variance in the distance data.

It

TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

Cognitive Level by Grade

A final issue concerns how well the,data that describe a subject's

Cognitive level dodfonm to the pattern predicted by Piaget. Piaget explains

cognitive development as a passage through stages that appear in an invariant

order. Experimental work has suggested that most third-graders are concrete-

operational and that most adults use formal-operational patterns. The

transition from concrete=operational to formal - operational thought occurs

in early adolescence, generally around the seventh grade.

Table 5 relates a subject's grade level to his or her level of cognitive

development/as determined in.the questioning that fbllowed.the presentation

of the third experimental` condition. In this table, formal operations is
**-

further divided into formal-naive and sophisticated. This presentation

format clarifies the results of thb discriminant analysis showing that most

of the sophisticated viewers Are college-aged. Additionally,.the shift from

23
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concrete-operational to formal-operational thought can be seen. Whereas most

third-graders rely on concrete operations, the distribution of.responses by

Seventh-graders shows the transition to formal operations is well underway

by this age. All but one adult demonstrated0.use of formal operations

onethis task .(see Table 5).

TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

To further interpret the data in Table 5, a chi-square test was used.

To meet the assumptions of the chi-square test, the data were collapsed'into

three categories. of cognitive development: (1) sophisticated, (2) formal-naiVe,

and (3) concretwerational. The concrete-operational category represents

the combination of the concrete velocity and concrete distance categories.

The five.subjects classed as other were not included in this analysis because

the explanations given for their'judgments could not be interpreted within

Plaget's' fraMework.

The data were collapsed since the validity of chi-square is questioned

if more than 20 percent of the-cells in the joint frequency distribution

have expectedfreoiencies of less than five (Siegel, 1956, p 178). Combining

adjacent categories (e.g.,sconcrete velocity and concrete distance) was

deemed the preferred approach to overcome this limitation (Siegel, 1956,,

`p 178).

With these categories combined, the-resultIn4 Grade Level by Cognitive

Level distribution (3x3) generated a chi-square value of 7.13 (df=4, p< .001).

The asyMmetric lambda associated with this distribution is .31 with Cognitive

Leveltas the dependent variable. In other words, knowledge of a person's

grade level increases the likelihood_of correctly predicting that'person's

cognitive level by 31 percent (SPSS, 1975 p 225)
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DISCUSSION

,

The results ofiphis study suggest that "the focal length,of a lens

influences how,a large percentage of viewers percefveyelocil and distance,

in .televised events. In three .conditiontin which images photographed by

lenses of different focal lengths were compared, 147 subjects were asked to

judge velocity and distance. Of the total 441 judgments, 192 (44%) of the

judgments indicated greater perceived' velocity in the scene.4maged by the_ - 4

. wider-angle lens. Across the same three ,conditions, 59 percent.of the total

' judgments indicated greater, perceived distance in,the wider-angle image. In

contrast, only two percent of all judgments indicated that subjects perceived

greater velocity in the image photographed by the Jonger lens, and only ode

percent of the judgments represented the train imaged by the longer Tens as
L

traveling the greater distane,.

Viewers who judged velocity-and distance as equal across comparisons

often, defended their judgment by saying that even h ugh the wider-angle

image appeared to have greater depth rand is impression was

created by using lenses- of different focal lengths. This correct observation

earned 28 percent of the subjects the label. of sophisticated to indicate that

they noticed how televisibn production techniques influenced the presentation
.,.

of three-dimensional 'scenes as two-dimensional images. If the judgments of

the sophisticated viewers and those five subjects classified as other are
.. .

exClUded, only 44 percent of ta-iO3 judgments indicated the velocities were

equal and 24 pereek so,indicated regarding depth.

Several reasons are possible for a subject concluding that velocity and

distance were the same in both images. 'First, the trains started side-by-

side in the television frame _and exited the frame atexacily the same 'point.

If the subject ignored the difference in image size, the fact that the trains

25
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covered the same amount of screen space would suggest equaj distance. Under

this assumption, the conclugion of.equal velocities is also warranted since,

the time of travel wai identical in both cases.

Another reasonable explanation for.subjects judging velocity and distanCe

.

as equal is that the experimenter consistently indicated the speed 'and

distance of one train as 8on the measurement iinstrument regardless of which

image he Was judging. Since,the subject indicated his or her measurement

after the experimenter, the subje could be, replicating the experimenter's .

#0* judgment rather than responding td, e stimulus information prelented on the
,

-screen.

More interesting in aAheoretical
(

sense, than those who judged velocity ,

"'and distance as equal, are those who conformed to_the prediction that the

wider-angle image would be perceived as having greater velpcitA and depth,

These subjects, apparently ncentrated on the relative image size of the two

trains and ignored the differen rspective gradients manifested by lenses of

di ferentfocal lengths. In other words, these subjects relied on-distance
or

and velocity information as if they were watching the trains run without

viewing themfthrough the intervening Camera lens.

It is interesting to notice4hat in all three experimental conditions,

more subjects made judgment errors on distance than on velocity. In the

comparison between the wide-angle and long lens, 56 t of the 147 sub-

jects indicated that the train photographed by the wide -an aveled

. -

faster, and 71 percent-thought it traveled farther. Wheh the wide-angle image

was compared to the normal image, 41,percent thought the train photographed by '4

the wide-angle lens ran.faster, and 67 percent indicated that it traveled

farther. In the normal versus long 'condition, 33 percent of the subjects

/ indicated that the train,imaged by the normal lent traveled faster, and 47

26
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percent i ndjcated i t traveled ;farther.
7.

Why diStanc information should be more perceptually compelling is not

altogether clear. 'The,possibillity is that the misleading informatibh con-

cerning distancelis.redundant while that concerning velocity is not. Distance,

in this case, was specified%by the size gradient of the equally-spaced.bill-

boards, telephone poles and train track, as well as from the movemot of the

train down the track. Objects that are fat^aw01appedeto move more slowly

than when close. In contrast to this redundancy,,yelzity through space is
4

defined only by the rate of change in image size of -the moving object.

Regarding the correspondence between the magnitude of difference between
r

focal lengths and the magnitude of error in velocity-and distance estimates,

one caul ton must be introduced eegarding the strong linearity of the data,.

This study represents a fiXed-model:ANOVA, over a restricted range of possible

lens effects. The maximum difference between.fbcal lengths was 4 to 1, since

_ tOe wide-a le lens was-Ve-half the focal length of the normal lens, and
ft ----____,

the long le was twice the focal length of the normal lens-. Although the
0

long versus wide-angle comparison induced the largest number and magnitude,of

Adgment errors, one mould suspect that at some point, extremely long or short

focal-length lenses would draw attention to the'fact that a "special" lens

was being:used.. For example, lenses'of extremely short focal lengths produce

a "fish eye" effect in which straight lines appear curvgi and the image size

of nearby objects is markedly exaggerated relative to the image size of more

distant objects. At extreme focal lengths, viewers would probably notice

the unique, perspective and image-size; relationshipand would be less likely

to attribute differenceRn the imagds to differences in the original scene.

The discriminant analysis suggests that an individual's age, is, a key

oreificior of the likelihood that he or she will notice the effect of lent

. :7,7441
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focal length on depth and velocity. Whild 65.percent of the college students

used in this study were classified as sophisticated, only eight'percent of

the seventh- graders, and. five percent oethe third-graders were so classified.

Unfortunately, grade-level (or age) is only a descriptive variable and not!

vi

explanatory in nature. Restated, these results indicatt that the capacity to

obserye the effect of lens focal length improveswith'age, but the results do

not identify what skills or aptitudes lead to this ability.
et

It-seems reasonable to assume that this-abilityeay improve with ex-

perience in using thd tools of visual media; and this was the rationale for

creating a test to measure it.

Although the nine-question experience test has face validity, the slight

improvement in classifying sophisticated and naive viewers afforded by its

.0
inclusion in the discriminant Anction is troublesom. Either this test does

not fairly measure experience with the tools.of the visual media or experience

not 'relevant variable. In other words, there may be little or no re-

. lationship between experience in taking pictures and how onl perceives them.

Picture perception ma be based on aptitudes or skills that develop through

systematic interactio 'whether from an-art appreciation Or from a hands-on

approach. -
4i

Finally, the data from this study have extended research In the

Piagetian tradition to the study of television. Results of this study con-

firm a progressiOm-from concrete-operational thought to 6 1-operational

thought-as predicted by Pipet. Of most interest is that this progression

was evidenced on mediated task rather than on a task directly. perceived.

While over one-hal of the third -grade subjects conformed to a concrete -

operational, interpretation of'thestim0i, all, but one of the adults used

formal operations. Slightly over one-fourth of the seventh-graders
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demon14rated concrete-operational thought and assessed velocity*ind distance

independently.

A standard interpretation of Piaget's hierartchy'would suggest that nearly

all, rather than slightly over one-half of the third graders should be using

`concrete operations (Beard, 1969). lavell (1977) offers a'possible explana -

tion.for.the large percentage of third-graders classifiedtaS formal-opera-

tional. He argues tN.task characteristics can either fac4litate or inhibit
4

the appearance and use of different modes of reasoning. In this task, the

perceptual informatipn'suggested that the train imaged-bcthe wider-angle

lens traveled farther and traveled faster. Consequently, the experimental

situation encouraged a formal-operational solution; i.e., the balancing, of

the .velocity = distance/time equation. If the experimental materials were

created such tht a con ict. between velocity and distance were `established,

fewer third-graders ld be likely to demonstrate formal- operational thought.

For example, a tr that actually traveled faster could be made to appear
va

_slower on videotape by photographing it through a long lens. On tape, one

train would appear to travel faster and cover a shorter distance at the_same" 0*"

time. A form#3 -Operational thtnk.er would have to explain this videotaped

occurrence as an illusion created by the media. One would expect that a much

greater majority of third-graders would revert to concrete operations and

simply assess velocity and distance independently.,

The speculation regarding how a change in the stimuli might induogryoung

viewers to interpret it differently goes to the heart of the representational

nature of telivAsion. Perceptual information can be manipulated in many ways

using .production techniques. A viewer solidly entrenched in the formal -

operatio%rstage is almost forced to conclude that an "impossible " ,televised

occurrence is fictional and createethrough the manipulative power of the

29
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medi9m. A concrete-operational viewer'is

'conclusion. The televised irlprmation i;

constraints an adult viewer brings to the

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,

Subjects from third-grade, seventh-grade and college=age levels'were

asked to judge the comParativevelocity and dista e traveled by two tr

14i
presented'resented tn videota* In each of four comparisons, e velocity and distance

not compelled to reach.the,same

salient independent of the logical
* 0

experience of watching television.

traveled by both traigs were equal, but photographing the'trains with lenses

of different focal lengths produced apparent differences between the velocity

and distance traveled by the trains.

Children were more likely to interpret the effect of lens focal length as

actual iitfferences in velocity and distanCe traveled between the two trains.

Adults more often expla4 ontheir judgments on the basis that lenses of

different focal lengths were used to produce the images of the trains. Never-
,

thelesS, 35 percent of the adult sample failed to notice the use of different

lenSes.

A second thrust of the was to determine if viewers reasoned about
it

television images as they do abdut the three-dimensional world in which they

live. 'Piaget has destribed the developmental sequence by which individuals
.

.come to Understand the interrelationship among velocity, distance and time.

He concludes that by adulthood, persons, have come to rely on.logical.congruity

in-their environment. However,' to children, perceptual information can be so

compelling that individuals' deal with it outside of logical 'constraints;

Oearance doMinates the need for conceptual integrity.

411.
In this study, subjects at different ages genetially conformed to Piaget's

'expectations. While adults gave perceptual judgments that were congruent,

30
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many third-graders judged velocity and distance independent of one another and

answersignored any resultant logical cOntradictiOn in their nr. The 1ti.s:tribu-'

tion of the esponses of the seventh-graders was as predicted;' some were

formal-operational thinkers while others remained in the concrete-operational

stage;

)In an effort to see if viewer judgments were proportionally elated to

the difference in focal lengthS of the imaging lenies,- three conditions were

prepared in which the ratio of the focal lengths of the lenps that were com-
I

pared differed. The ratios represented comparisons betweera ruipmal focal.-

r.

length lens, a wide- aflgle lens and a long focal-length lens. ,The results

indicate that within the range of lenses used, larger differences between fbc4l

lengths resulted in greater judgment errors for both velocity and 'di stanch. '

On.the basis of-this study, the following conclusions are offered:

1. For maypewers of televised events judgments" regarding velocity
A/1
and distance are influenced by the focal length of the camera lens.

2. If an event is photographed through lenses of different focal

lengths, more viewers perceive velocity to be greater fn the wide-
.

angle image.

Similarly, a wide-angle image is perceived to have greater depth

than an image of the identical event photographed through along

lens.

4. Ai the difference between the focal lengths'of the-two lenses

increases, the difference in perceived velocity and distance

Increases.
a

5. Adult viewers are more likelyito notice that apparent differences

in velocity and distance on television are caused by- the lens

Focal length than are seventh-graders or third-graders.

31
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As,*asured.in, this study, experience with 'the tools of visual

media is only slightly related tithe li elihood of a viewer

recopizing how lens' focal length influen es velocity and

distance bn television.

29

7. As measured in this study, skills in processing the content of

visual messages is hot related to the likelihood of a viewer

recognizing how lens' focal length influences velocity and distance

On television,.
(

8. liken iskecito demOnstratetheir understanding of the inierrelation-

ship among time, distance and velocity on. the basis of televised

information, adults provide logically consistent explanations.

A significant -number of seventh-graders and even more third-

graders do rIpt\!ully understand hoW-xtime, distance and velocity are

interrelated: This lack of understanding was demonstrated by

`velocity and distance judrents which were not lOgically consistent.

This 'evidence suggests-that perceptual intuition dominates a need

for logical congruity in the reasoning of young viewers..

,

Directions for Future Research

One catch-phrase of good tele'Vision production values is that the

productip techniquef used should'not draw attention to themselves. Directors

'work to;help viewers, forget the camera; to help their audiences "suspend

disbeliefm"' ThisAtudy.- suggests many viewers do .acceXthe =era as their

stand -in at events and-ignote.the-effect of lens' focal length in modif;Ing

the true spatial characteristics of tele4ised ev4nts. .

Another aspect ottelevision production which deserves very close

scrutiny is the editing process --an activity by which a television director

(
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Makes inferences across time and space for viewers. It seems unlikely that

these inferences are-equally meaningful or obvious to viewers of all ages.

".
Television editing determines the logical relationships available to the

viewer, ch as the focal length of a lens determines the perceptual informa-

tion available tOPthe viewer-. Especially within the context of Salomon's

(1979) and Olson's .(1977) remarks that opened this paper, editing techniques

deserve special consideraiiOn (see Coilins,.eter:, 1978 06 one _promising

approach).

In many ways the production of a television program separates a viewer

ft:am the televised event as much as it brings the viewer to the event. The

(subtleties of this process are amenable to scientific experimentation and

deserve further attention.

N.

#
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Condition

4

!V

1(WAL)

g(WAN)

4(NN)

4

TABLE 1

LENS' EFFECT COMPARISON

Increase i

Train 1 ys.Train.? Image Size

I

a

Increase in

Train 2's :

Image- Size

..

Relative\
Len's Effedt

Wide ngle

Normal Vs.

'4( Normal vs.

vs. Long

Ar4
vs. Normal

Log

Normal.

2:9 times

2.0 times-.

lA times

1.6 times

I

1.25 times .2/125 = 1:60

1.50 times 2/1.50 = 1.33'

1.25 times 1.5/1.25 :1.20

1.50 tithes -1.5/1..50 = 1.00

4..

4

-a

elk

;.

*IP

I
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TABLE 2,

TERS OF COGNITIVE CATEGORIES

--VelecitY Distance'

. . Velocity/Distance Judgment Judgment,

. . Recognized Judgments . . exceeded Exceeded
Lens' Effect Logically Consistent Experimenter's- Experimenter's

I

Sophisticate Yes

Naive/Formal - No

Naive/Concrete/Distance No

/ sk.,

!fa tv-e/Corscrite/Veloci ty N

Others, No

Yes. , No No

Yes Yes Yes

Na . No Yes

No Yes - No
.

16 .. No No

a
Judgments contrary to expectations. Various explanations offered.,

42 .6,
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TABLE 3

9UNNET'S CONFIDENCE WERVALS AND TREND ANALYSIS FOR VELOCITY DATA

Y =1 71
WM..

;1=.59 XNN = 05

.051Xm

.09qpit.

YwAN51.17

iti1 .1 .73

3-14N .1 .97

SOURCE SS df MS

MEAN 284.0 1 28 4. 00 142.00.

ERROR 200.0 100 2.00

R(1) 143.0 1 143.00 93.00

ERROR 153.0 100 1.53

R(2) 1.1 1 1.10 2.75

ERROR
440.0

.100 .40

R(3) 11,2 1 1.26 2.31

ERROR 52.0 100 .52

R 145.3 3 48.40- 59.00,

ERROR 245,0 300 0 . .82

44

MS
e
=2.00--

,

tD(co.01;4,100)11268

tD
(6.,.05;4,100)21"

tD(a..

66,

PROD

00

.10

6

.13

J .00

01;4,100)=2.58



TABLE 4

DUNNET'S CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND TREND ANALY4I5 FOR DISTANCE DATA

r.

1;01=2.80 Twile1.85° =1 02 3lite..05
NL.

=3.16
MSe

-605161. YwAt0).70
A 01;4:::00);:...:88,

i°8SYwAN S
.71

tp(a33.01;4

S1.52 t0(ten.01;4 000)22.68

SQURCE SS df

MEAN 768.0

ERROR 316.0

R(1) 396.0

ERROR 209.0

R(2) .7

ERROR 77.5

R(3)' 3.601

ERROR 81.0

R 400.Q

ERROR , 367.5

145 F PROR

1 768.00 243 .00

100 3.16

1 396.00 189 .00
100 2.10

1 .70 .92 .33

100 .77

1 3.60 4.44 .04

loo
,

s.81

34 133.00 109 .00

'300 . 1.22
,
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T CE 6

COGNITIVE LEVEL BY GRADE

1.1

FORMAL OPERATIONS

Sophisticated Naive/Forma

CONCRETE OPERATIONS
Distance Velocity

OTHER

COLLEGE 35 18 0 0

ith GRADE 4 30 13 0

3rd GRADE 2 16 15 8 5

TOTAL 41 64

**4*****

29 8

S
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